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"Baam!"

Following a deafening sound, Leon's attack clashed with Devon's and was torn by Devon's overpowering true energy.

Leon did not panic and simply titled his body to take the aftermath with the Mirror of Sovereign, all the while launching a Double

Attack with his true energy in the Intermediate Overlord State to attack Devon.

"How swift!" Shocked, Devon gasped.

He never expected Leon to be so fast and manage to rescue Arthur in time.

Caught off guard, he was instantly sent flying by Leon's double attack.

A sharp pain pierced through his chest upon landing and he realized that he was injured. Thankfully, Leon was injured by the

Four Apostles twice and Leon's power level was hardly high enough, the Double Attack did not cause severe injuries; if it were

any way else, Devon would have died right on the spot.

Seeing as Devon was stopped by Leon right before he could kill Arthur, the Southern Boss was furious. "Damn it! Leon, how dare

you get in my way over and over again?! I'm going to tear you into pieces!"

On top of that, Leon just killed the Four Apostles and the

Southern Boss could no longer suppress his anger.

Without hesitation, he launched a powerful attack at Leon, prepared to shatter Leon into pieces.

"Damn it!" Leon gasped.

Though he managed to kill the Four Apostles, a part of his victory was due to luck; his overall strength was slightly higher than

that of the Four Apostles, and the Phantom Steps gave him a speed advantage, giving Leon the chance to retrain the Four

Apostles. Apart from that, the Mirror of Sovereign could fend off any attack at the Intermediate Almighty State or below, so his

defense was practically impenetrable.

With all the above aspects considered, Leon managed to defeat all Four Apostles, but the Southern Boss was a different case.

The Southern Boss reached the Advanced Almighty State, which meant that the Mirror of Sovereign meant nothing before the

Southern Boss. Also, the Southern Boss's speed surpassed that of the Four Apostles and rivaled the Phantom Steps, so Leon

had no advantage over the Southern Boss.

To conclude, he could easily defeat four martial artists in the Intermediate Almighty State with all the tricks up his sleeve, but the

Southern Boss's power canceled out all of Leon's advantages, so Leon could not win against him.

Not daring to take the Southern Boss's attack directly, Leon executed the Phantom Steps to dodge it.
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